
Duck Hunt in Arandas, Jalisco, Mex. 

 

SEASON 2022 – 2023  Cost of Hunt: $950 usd. 

4 DUCK HUNTS      Groups from 6 to 8 Hunters 

We are inviting to you to enjoy the best Duck Hunt in México, just to 1 hour and 30 

minutes from Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mex. 

 

The Hunt cost Includes: 

➢ 4 Hunts  ( two complete days ) 

➢ Guides and helpers during their hunt 

➢ Tags and Hunting License 

➢ Shotgun for hunt 12 gauge 

➢ Accommodations in tent camps 

➢ Meals, snaks, and refreshments 

➢ Reception at the airport in Guadalajara, Jalisco, transfer the same to his return, 

transfers to hunting areas. 

➢ Two dogs for bring the ducks 

➢ All groups need to arrive on Thursday, star to Hunt Friday’s morning, in the evening 

and Saturday’s morning and evenings and depart Sunday mornings to the Airport. 



The Hunt Cost not Includes: 

➢ Alcoholic Drinks like Ron, Vodka, Whiskey, Etc. 

➢ Tips for all the staff  (150 usd per Hunter) 

➢ Shells for your hunt # 4 and # 6 ( 17 us each box ) 

➢ Non Hunters $200 per day 

 

 

 

 

Terms and Conditions 

 
 
 
 

 $ 500 usd.  for book your spot for the hunt. 
 

 The hunts deposits can be moved for the coming year, if the client wishes, it 
adjusts to price changes, if warned 90 days or more in advance. 

 
 The money is not refundable in any case. 

 
 The money can be passed to the account of a new hunter only more than 90 

days in advance. 
 

 Hunting prices are subject to change, until the full 50% deposit of the hunt is 
received. 

 
 The hunt must be at least 60 days before the start date of the hunt. 

 
 The company has not been held responsible for abrupt climate changes, which 

could cause partial or total suspension of the hunt. 
 

 It is offered that hunting takes place in an area with a good population of Ducks. 
 
 
 

 Non Hunters $200 usd.  p/day. 
 
 
 



Galería de Fotos 

 

                                                    

           

       



            

 

       

       

       



       

       

      

           

      



      

      

      

      

      



      

      

      

      

      



 

Francisco Michel Villaseñor 

(Venta de Cacerías, Importación  

de Trofeos de Caza y Taxidermia) 

Valle de los Claveles #2429 

Col. Jardines del Valle, CP 45138 

Guadalajara, Jalisco, México 

Iphone: 33-14-11-2400 

Of: 10-86-61-87. 

E-Mail: francisco@cacerias.com.mxx 

www.cacerias.com.mx 
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